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Addition Table

, 6 0 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 5

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 ,1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
2 2 3 4 5 6 7 $8 9 10 11, _00 13 14 15 16 17

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
4 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

5 5 6 7 8 9 10 ,11 12 13 14 15. 16 17 18 19 20
6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 '15 16 17 18 19 20 21

7 - 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 .15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

9 9 10 11 .12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
11 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
12 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 '22 23 24 25 26 27

13 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
14 114 15 16 17 18 19 20 '21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
15 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 '28 29 30
16 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27' 28 29 30 31

17 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 4 28 29 30 31 32

18 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 28 29 30 -31 32 33

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 -27 28 29 30 .31 32; 33 34

20 21 22 23 24 25 . 26 -27..-.28 29 30. '31 ,, 32 33 34 35

' 21 22 23, 24 25 26 27 Ei*. 29 30' 31. 32- .'33 34. ;35 56
22 .. 24 26 . '2,k 28. i,2R., 44iik 31 32 33. _34 35: 36 37

23 24 25 26 27 28 29, .'30 -31' 32 33 34 35 36 37 38
..24 25 26 . 28 29 3o - 31 32' 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

25 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 .32 53 34 35 , 36 37 38 39 40
26)* ,120 27 28 29 30 31 52 33' 34 35 36 37 38' 39 - 40 fa
21 27. 28 29 .30 31 -32 '33 34 35' 36 37 38 39 ' 40 , lia 142

2$ I 28 29
;.'

30 31 ' 32 33 ..34, 35 36 7 38 39 40 41 .42 -43'

29 29 30 31 32 , 33 34 35: 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43- 44

80 30 31 32 33 / 34 35 36 37 38 39 4o 41 42 45 44 45
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Addition Table (continued)

+ 16 17 18 19 . 20 21 22 23 24 25 27 28 29 30
0 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 ?4 25 26 27' 28 29 30

1 17 18 .19 .20 21 22 23 24- 25 26 2.q. 28 29 30 31

2 18 '19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26. 27 28 29 30 \31 32.

3 19 20 21 22 23 25 26 27 28 29 30, 31 \32 '3.3

It 20 21 22 . 23 24

.24

25 26 . 27, . 28 29 30 31 32 33 34

5 21 22 23 24, 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 ,32 33 34\, 35

6 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 ,30 31 32 33 34 35 36.

T 23 24 25 26 27 28 29, 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

8 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

9 25 26 27 . 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

lo 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

11 27 28 29 30 31 / 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 4o 41

12 26' 29 30 31 ,32 33 34 35, 36 37 38 39 4o 41 42

13. 29
-

'3o 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 4o 41 42 43

14 3o 31, 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 4o 41 42 43 44

15 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 4o 41 42 43 44 45

16 32 33 34 35. 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 '' 43 44: 45 46

17 33 34*'35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 -474,

18 34 35 36 37 38 39 4o 41 ,42 43 44 45 46 47 ,48

19 35 36 37 38 39 4o 41 42 43 44. 45. .46 47 ' 48 49

20 36 37 38 39 4o 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

21 37., 38 39 40 41. 42 43 44 45 46 47 '48 49 50 51

22 38 39 4o 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52

23 39 401 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53

24 4o 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 5o 51 52 53 54

25 41 . 4a 43 44. 45 46 '47 48 49 *50 51 52 53 54 55

26 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 5o 51 52 53 54 55 56

27, 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 5o 51 52 53 54 55 56 57

28 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58

29 45 46 47 48 49 5o 51 53 54 55 56 57 58 59

30 ' 46 47 48
.

49
.

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

'4
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Multiplication Table .

4
c.

3

10 11 12 13 14 15

o .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1-
2 1111 4' 5 6 7 8 9- 10 11 12 13 iii, i5'

2 o : 2 It 6 8 10 12 14' 16 i8 20 22 24 26 28 30

3 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36' 39 42 45

It 0 It 8 III 16 20 24 28 32 36, 4o 44 48 52 56 , 6o

5 0 5 10 15 20 25 3o 35 40 45 50 55 6o 65 70 75

6 0 6 12 18 ,24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 78 84 90

7 0 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70 77, 84 91 58 105

8 0 8 16 24 32 4o 48 56 64 72 8d 88 96 104 112 120

9 0 _9 -18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90 99 108 117 126 135

10- 0 10 20 3o 4o 5o 6o 7o 8o 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

11 0 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 99. 110 -121 132 143 154 165

12 0 12 2* 36 48 6o 72 84 96 108 120 132 144 156 168 180

13 0 '26 39 52 65 78 91 104 117 130 143 156 169 182 195

14 o 14 42 56 7o- 84 98 112 126 140 154 168 182. 196 210

15 0 15 30 45 6o' 75 90 105 120 05 150 165 180 195 210 225

16 0 16 32 48* 64 8o 96 42 128 144 160 176 192 208 224 24d

17 0 17 34 51 68 85 102 119 136 153 '170 187 204' 221 238 255

18 0 18 36 72 90 108 126 144 162 180 198 216 234 252 270

0 19 38 57 76 95 114 133 152 171 190 209 228 247, 266 285.

0 20 4o 6o 8o 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 24o .4260 28o 300

0 21 42 63 84 105 .126 147 168 189 210 231 252 273 294 315

22 0 .22 44 66 88 110 132 154 176 ,198 220 242 264 286 308 330

23 0 23 46 69 92 115 138 161 184 207 23o 253' 276 299 322 345

24 0 24. 4.8 72 96 120 144 168_192 216 240 264 288 312 336 360

25 I 0 25 50 75 100 125 150. 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 35o 375

26 1 0 26 52 78 164 130 156 182 208 234 260 286 312 338 364 390

27 0 27 54 81 108 135 162 189 216. 243 270 297 324 351 378 405

28 0 28 56. 841 712 140 168 196 224 252 28o 308 336 364 392 420

29 0 29 58 87 116 145 174 203 232 261 290 319 348 377 406 Mill

-45030.. 0 30 6o 90 120 150 180 210 24o 27o 300 33o 36o 390 420

e.

3
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Multip)icErtion Table (continued)

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 25 26 27 28 29 30

4 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0. .0

16 '17 18 19 20 21 22. 23 24, 25 26 27 28 29 30

i 32 34 36 38 4o, 42 44 '46 48 5o 5 ,54 56 58 6o

3 48 51, .54 57 6o 63 66 69 72 ,75 78 81 -84 87 90

.64 68 72' 76' 8o 84 88 g2 96 100 104 108 112, 116 120

5 8o 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135. 140 145 156

6 '96 162 108 114 120 126 132 138 144 -150 156 162 168 174 180

7' 112 119 126. 133 140 147 154 161 168 175 182 189 196 203 210

8 128 136 144 152 160 168 176 284 192 200 208 216 224 232 240

9 144 153 162 171 180 189 198 207 216 225 234 241 252- 261 27o

10 160 .70 180 .190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300

11 *1 6 187 198 209 220 231 212 253 264 275 286 297 308 319 330

J2 j 192 204 216 228 24p 252 264 276 288 300 322. 324 33 348 360

13 : 208 221 X34, 247 260 273 286 .299 312, 325 338 351, 364 377 390

14 224 238 252 266 28o 2g4 308 322 336 35o 364, 378 392 406 42o

.15 24o 255 27o 285 300' 315 330 345 36o 375 390 465 420 435, 45o

16 256 272 288 304 32o 336 352 368 384 400 416 '432 448 464 48o

17 272 289 306 323' 34o 357 374. 391 408 425 442 459 476 493 510

18 288 306 324 342 360 378 396 414 432 450 468 486 564 522 540

19 304 323 342 361 38o 399 418 437 456 475 494 513 532 551 570

20 320 340 360 38o 40o 42o- 446 46o 48o 500 520 54o' 56o 58o 600

21 336 357 378 399 42o 441 462 483 504 525 546 567 588 609 630

22 352 374 396 418 44o 462 484 506 528 55o 572 594 616 638 66o

23 368 391 414 437 46o 483 506 529 552 *575 598 621 644 667 690

24 384 468, 432 456 48o 564 528 552 576 690 624 648 672 696 72o

25 400 425 450 475 500 525 550 575 600 62 650 675 700 725 75o

26 416 442 468 494 52o 546 572 598 624 650 676 Toe 728 754-780

27 432 459 486 513 54o 567 594 621 648 675 7Ce. 729 756 783 810

28 448 476 564 532 56o 588 616 644 672 700 728 756 784 812 84o

29 464 493 522 551 58o 609 638 667 696 725 754 783 .812 841 870

30 480 510 540 570 600 63o 66o 690 72o 75o 78o 810 84o 87o goo
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A Flow Chart'for Midtiplioation of Fractions
I
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a,
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b
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D4--b ,c1

N
D

STOP
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A Flow Chart for Division of Fractions

(E- the divisor)
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:A Flats/ Chart for Addition of Fractions
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A Flou hart for Subtractiott of fraCtiOns
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Introduction

DECIMALS
1

10-1

-In, the lower grades you did most of your work with counting

nuMbei-s and whole nuMbei.s. -In eal.,..er.chapters ofthis book you

learned how to work with integers and rational numbers. You have

already seen'how place value and the use of pOwers,of ten can help

-you in multiplying and dividing whole numbers. Now we will learn

how place value and powers of ten. help in working with rational

numbers.

To begin, we see how to use what you have already learned in

order to divide integers quickly and easily.

Division With Integers

You"know-that you can think of'multiplication this way:

.7 X 3- means 7 rows with 3 things in each row.,

$ 4.

You also think of multiplication as

repeated addition:

3 x 7 = 7 4.*7 4. 7

or = 3 4. 3 4. 3 t 3 ± 3 3 4- 3

way, you find that .7 x3 = 21 .

You can think of division in different ways, too. "21 divided
by 3" (211

3) means, "If-you put 21 things into 7rows,
you will have things in each row."

21
Yoll',2441think of as asking 7 x 21..

'10



You can think of division as repeated

subtraction. "How many times can you subtract

7 from 21 ?"

21

-7

1-7

-77
-70

10-la

Sometimes you think of dividing just one thing into parts, as

we did in Chapter 6, Rational Numbers. When you divide numbers,

the answer is not always an, integer.

In Chapter 5, Number Theory, you learned some of the rules Of

divisibilitydr There are numbers that are "not divisible" by 2 .

This means that when you divide by 2 , you have a remainder, and

if you want equal parts, you must divide the remainder by 2 ._

9 4 1.

2 2

As we talk abotA division in this chapter, we will use a

combination of these ide

'How can we ,find ? There is. no wholenuMber n that

makes this sepCence true

7 X n 22 .

If we try to put a2 things into .7 rows, we don't have the

sane number of things in each rOw.,..We would havp 1 left over after

makiiag 7_ rows of 3

If ye continue subtracting as long as we get a number greater than

-5he-diyisor, 22

--7

15

-7

8

-7

1

we have 1 left over. With remainders, we think of dividing the
22

"left-overs" into parts that are less than 1 . In the problem

we divide the left-over 1 into 7 equal parts and say that

22 1

T 3 7
11

A



7f we think of putti

sae kind of thing.

.

10-lb.

22 things into 7 rows,"we could_dO-the

:- ...-_Each-little rectangle

is
7
- of. the

left-over big one. .

L

I
I

Although subtracting = gain >and again is one way;to-solve a
i .

division problem,, it would ake a long-time to..Work-a problem like
,

7°1° by sulftracting ...7 ,o r and over until you had a remainder -,

7
that was less than 7 .' Did jay, you know that 100 X 7 is 700 J

You can subtract 100 sevens Il:at once!

700

If you have 76
-71--,4 you can' ubtract

know_ hat 10 X 7.= 70
-1

100

-10 sevens because yolk..

770,
If you halip ,. you first think of Subtracting 100 seFait,

which _would leave 76,:., and then of subracting

I

10 more sevens,

SO ' 410 .

What- can-
21
---

0
ou do with / You knoli that 3 X 7 = 21 , so

30 x 7 = 210 /.-.,Z.Ou can subtradt 30'laevens.
.

ti

,r

7

1

.74

4

a

.

A
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Class Discussion

486
1.. Rewrite this division problem 7 = e 21-43, (Either

way 'you write it, the dividend is 486 ; the -di ;trisor is .2..

(0' What does the 4 in 486 mean?

(b) 2 x . 4
;

5

-

(c) 2 X = 400

To show that you can subtract 200 twos from 486, write: 2

in the hundreds place of your answer:

2

2117-M7

1
(d) When you subtract 200 twos frtm 486 ,what is left?

(e) 2x =8

(f) 2 X = 80

Write 4 in the tens plate it your. answer.

(g) When you subtract ,80 from_ 86 what is left?

2 X . 6

Write 3 in the -ones place in your answer.

(0When you subtract 6 from 6

(i)
486
--r

2. Rewri e thig division problem
384

= ? 'like this: 2384

(a) What does the 3 in 'the dividend .mean?

wbat is left?

:

(b)/ Can ylb0 subtract 200 twos from ,300?

,

Can you'subtract 100 twos from 300?

) ''100 X 2 =

ritt 1 in,the.hundreds' place in.yOur answer.

'2+.15.44 4

.

13
t.
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%...f4.

(e) When you subtract 200 from 300 r ',what 16_1eft?
.

Write. 1 up in fiont of the 8 in the dividend.as,a reminder 'that

.yOu have' WO left over- ,

i I .
2 177/;

(T). What is lef,:t. when you 'subtrnht 100
,

.

(g)' 100 + 80 -=

(h) 2x

(i) a x

18
.4

= 1.80 '

ti/06 from 384 ?.

4

*its 9 inAhe tens answer.

4

What is left after 'you subtract 180 ?

(k) 2, X

-.::;.

Write 2

382 It.

= it. , .
4.

1'in the ones p ate. in your answer..

.

.4
w

AO' 4

Y1

4. aj

. .
. Rewrite this .division 'problem 33*= ? ...like this: 713633 .

.
k 7

(a) Can you subtract 1000 sevens from 3000 ?

I

, (b) Can you find 36- iri the 7. row of your multiplication

table? -,\ e
*

' ' .4
(c) What is the largest product,that Isles'h than 36 in, - ...

that row?- -
. '.

s(0 7 x , , =,35 A so z 7 x . ,
= 3500 .

To show thatyou can subtract 500 .write

hundreds place' in your answer.

V

. I, 9
,

I ,
.. ... . ,

5 the

,

II
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. 10-1e.

(e). When you subtract 350g, from 3600 , how many hundreds
. .are left?

Write 1 up in front of 33 in the dividendto remind you
.

that you have 133 left to-subtract from. .

.! ,

.

,
. t ' -

,

(f) Can you find '13 inthe seved row of your multiplication

table?

(g) What is the largest product that is less than 13 in

that row? "

(h). 7 x 7
, so 7 x =7o.

Write '1 in the tens place in your answer.

(i) 13 - 7 = SO 7

Write 6,in front of the last 3 in the dividend to'remind you
that you have 63 left to subtract from. Your problem should

now look like this:

-(_0) 7

.5 1.

7 1.3 6'363

=63

. Write 9 in the ones place in your answer.

3633
(k)

15



d

5439
The steps in dividing 7-7-- ? are shown below. Make sure you

..

understand each step. Notice that the remainder is Written as. a

fraction.
1

(a) 4- 39 1000 fours and 1000 left over.

(b) 4 I 51423 9 300 fours and- 200 left over.

3.5-Th
(c) 4 51423,,: 50 foLirs and 30 left over.

'3

. l 3 5 9,-t- ,

(d)-' :14- 15142339 9 -fotir-s and 3 left over.

..---K

fi





10-2

Division by Numbers Greater Than 10

The division probleks yail did in the last lesson could be donei

`:without writing down all the subtraction and multiplication answers.

You could do the work mentally. When you have divisors that are

greater than 10 , however, it is harder to do the work without

writing things-down. In the exercises that follow, notice tht you

follow the sameAhinking before, but, to make the work

easier, you write more.

1. Rewrite 1675
25

Class Discussion

like this: 25 1675 .

(a) What does the 1 in the dividend mean?

(b) Can you subtract 1000 twenty-fives from 1000 ?

(c) Can you subtract 100 twenty-fives from- 1000 ?

(d) Look in the 25 row of your multiplication table. Can yot

find 167 in the products in that row?

(e) What -is the largest product that is less than 167 in

that row?
.)

(f) 25 X 150 , 41;73; ;.< = 1500

Write 6 in the tens plebe in your answer. To find out how much

is left to subtract from, write 1500 under 1675 and subtract.

Your problem should look like this:

6

251,1675

- 1500
175

If you had subtracted mentally, it would look 11,rd-`this:

6

25 617 5

18



,,
(g) 25 X = 175

Write 7 in the ones/Place in your answer.

(h) 1675
25

10-2a

11499
?2. The steps'in dividing I are shown-below. Explain each step.

21.

. I

\ ', 7
(a) 21114991

-14700
I

. 291

71
(b) 2111.1.

-14700

291
-210

.81

...I

21 x = 14700'

.The 7 in the answer means . .

21 x = 210

The 1 in the answer means

' 73:3

(c) 21f17117991 21x =63
-14700

The 3 in.the,answer means
291

-210

81
-63

18

713z.
18

(d.) 21114991
-14700

291
-210

/81
-63

3.8

Is 18 in simplest form?
21

18-

21

(e)
14991 .,

21

19

+

T , 41.
et' .4



10-2b.

Generally, if the divisOr id less than 10 it_is easier, to do,

the work mentally and irtite a reminder of the "left-overs" in.the.

`dividend. But -if ,the divisor is greater thari. 10 , it is easier to.

do the subtraction on paper. In that case, "left-overs" appear

sunderneath 'the dividend.. ,

Exercises

Use.whichever method you tho:Ose for these division Problems, -

9 1,12 3 3.' 2:- 8 I 9'.6 8 3.

t

4.1, 2 6 5 4 7 7 I 7. 9 8. 3.Y.,-1

5. 30 F17273 6. 44 rIFTIT

20

t

.'.)

4'



.10-3

The Decimai Point

You hfive used the decimal point to.show a whole number and a

"number that is less than one whenever you have worked with dollars

and cents. The number b4.65 means four dollars and sixty-five

one - hundredths of a dollar, and the decimal Point separates the'

numbar-of whole dollars from t e amount of money that is less than

one dollar:

We often use fraction names when we talk about money, but we

usually use decimal names when we write amounts of money. We say
tt

a quarter" or "a half dollar", and-we understand. that a dime is

one tenth of,adollarlrbut we write t.25 or 0.50 or 0.10 ,

especially if we are writing a number of 'dollars too., We Ea

"a dollar and a half", but we write 4.50 . This makes adding

and subtracting amounts of money, very simple.

1 1

21
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Exercises

Use the table below to change the amounts of money shown in fractions

to the usual dollars-and-cents form. ,Then solvel*the problem by adding
-

or subtracting.. The first one is done for you.

. Fraction. of a dollar
_

Amount of money .

20
,

.

1

10

.

1

.7

1

-2-
.

1

.

,

.

4

,..

1 nickel, or $.05---__
.

1 dime, or 4.10
.

20-cents, or $.20

1 quarter, or $.25

f dollar,\ or $.50

l'penny, or $.01

.

.

r

.
100

How Much Money Is

1.' dollar and -62x dollar and -1- dollar?
100

1(3 x -) '+ +(9 x ,--d) (3 xi*-0) =

(3 x .25) 4- (9 x .05) + (3 x .01)

'.75 and t.45 and t.03 ..., $1.23

22
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1

2. How much .fs., :--z. dollar and 1 dollar? ,20 5

4

2
1.3. How much is''

10 dollar and
5

dollar and dollar?

How much is -i(-5 dollar and -14-9 dollars?

'to

How patch is ddllar .and dollar?

.
, ,

%

16.- How much is 8 dollars., dollar and dollar?
5 .. 10
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7. How much is thrge dollars and a half, and ten dollars and a

quarter?

8.
4

2
dollar. Spent dollar. How much is left?5

9. .Had -2- dollar. Spent dollar. How much is left?10

3
10. Had dollar. Spent dollar. How much is left?20 10

24



The "Times 10". Machine

10-.4
r

*-

In Chapter 4 you learned that when yoU tultipXy a whole number

by, 10 you just "tack on" a zero. When you multiply by4A100 !- you

tack .on two zeros, and so on.
1

This_works because of our place value system. When we work with

whole numbers, the digit farthest to the right shows the number of

ones; the next digit to the left.showethe number of tens; the next

digit to the left shows the number of hundreds, and so on. When a

number is multiplied by ten it "moves over" one place to'th# left.

Class Discussion

63 means tensIWd ones.

630 means hundreds, tens, and ones.

The digit 6 -in 630 has times the value of the 6

in 63 .

The digit 3 in 630 has times the value of the 3

in 63 .

In money, 163.00 has times the value of 16:30 . The

number of whole dollars in 163.00 is - , because that is the

number to t'he left of the

With p6.30 however, we haye only , whole dollars and
3 6

i-7-0 of another dollar. If we write 3.63 , the means u of
a dollar and the means- -1-

100
of a dollar.

If we arrange this information neatly, you can see what happens;

t .63

t 6.30

P 63.00

1630.00

10 times t .63 is

10 times t 6.30 is

10 times $63.00 is

--)Each time when we multiplied by 10 , the decimal point moved one place

farther to the right, and each.time it separated the number,

dollars from the part of a dollar less than 16

-25
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a

Suppose you put 4.35 into a "times ten" function machine.

Input $1:35 ki

TiMes 10

Output

.10-4a

Write the 9.mount of the input` and output.

Input Output

What happenedto the decimal point?

4.

Finish the list of inputs and outputs gor this.machine.

6

., 1

10x: x .

:
(dollars)
Input Output

('dollars)'
.....

,

1.35 ,

.18

.57

4.75 .
-,_

3.14'

,

13.50

.

,

..,,,,

t
,

,

11.

-26
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t

..

Se !
-

,
,

A

. .

11.

With whole nutbers,.when you multiply by- 10b. pu ",pElcic on"

two arod. With money, 'when you multiply by 100 (whichis

plaees.to:tfie

6

*10 1 .the deciMal point moves

,

-
. V

exercises

I.

,
s

.

1010)

'

.4.

,
. . . ..,4

Suppose you put each of these amounts of money into a:"TiMes 1d04'.
,

,

machine. Finish the list of inputs and outputs,

f x 100 %

Input
(dollars)

', Output\
(dollars)

' 1.35

2.18

.

, .57

.
4.75

yLoo

3.14

0
16.83

.02

,

- 135.00

.

,

-1"---:-..
. ,

%1

-
,

.

274. /

e
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Place Value and:the Number 10

You have seen how'easyit is,to multiply amounts of Money by

10 simply by moving the decimal point one place.lerther to the

right. 'This can be done even when the amount of money is less than

one dollar; for example, .t.O3 times 10 is 8.30 . (We could write

1O.30 , but we usually leave it $.30 .)

Since b9:85 times 10. is $98.50 we know that t8.50 divided

by '10 is 19.85 . Since $.03 times 10 is $-30 , then 4.30-.

divided by 10 is t.03 . You see that to divide by 1416.you mdve

the. decimal point one place to the left, writing in a Zero if

necessary.

The same method is used with numbers that have nothing to do

with money. We usually-write'whole numbers like this:

We can, however, write:

59

642

1249

7

59.

642.

1249.

7.

Anx whole numbe can be written with a decimal point t&the right

or the ones place.

28



Class Discussion

Here is a list of some powers of 10

10.

100.

. 1000.

10000.

To get from any of these numbers to the'one underneath it,

we move the oner place to the

This is multiplying by

Suppose we start at 1000 and go to 100. What happens to

the decimal point?

1075a

This is dividing 1000 by

Divide 100 by 10

, , To divide 106 by 10 we move the decimal point

place to the

If we divide 10 by 10 we get

We can get -1 by moving the decimal point like this: 1.ty

Divide 1 by 10. Do you get -30 ?

Wheb we move the decimal point one place to the left, we get .1 .

So 5.18. and are e different ways of writing the same number.

I
Here is'a longer list of powers of 10 Each number can be

written two different ways, one with a decimal point and one without.

1
.001 =

1000
1

:01 =
100

,."
1. = 1

10. = 10

100. = 100

1000..= 1000

10000. =o10000

)29
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The first place on the right of the decimal point is called

tenths place, because .1 and are the same number.

1
.01 = 133 so the name of the second place to the right of

the decimal point is place.

The name of the thiid place to the right of the decimal point

is ;, place,. because .001 and

are the same number.

Notice that the place value names for numbers less than one

all end in th.

Exercises

1. Finish filling in the names of the places shown by ;these

blanks.

2. Put the decimal

(a) the 5. is

(b) the 4 is

(c) the 6 is

(d) the 7 is

(e) the 0 is

(f) the 2 -,i

(g) the 9 is

decimal

point

point in the following

in the; ones place,

in the tenths place

in the`tens place

in the hundreds place

in the ones place
//

in the hundredths place

in the thousandths place

numbers so that:

3 4 5 1 3

73 o4

8 4 7 6 0 9

3 7 1 1 6 6 1

6 0 4 3 4

7 5 8 6 0 2

2 8 7 6 5 9

30



(h) the it .is in the'hundreds place

(5.) 'the. 0 .is in the hundredths'place

(j) the 7 is In the tenths place

= (k) the is in the tens place

(t) the 8 is in*theoned-place
a

(m) the 2 is in the hundredths, place

(n) the 6'is in the ones place

-rj

I

31.

A

/..

10-5c

13 4 9 5

2 7 9 0'1

4 5 2 6 7 3

8 4 7 5 1

1 0 139 5 1 6

8. 9 8 4 2 3 i.

6 8 3 9.0 5, 2

it
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Comparing Decimal Numbers

When numbers are written with a decimal pointl.that small dot

is a very important mark., You have noticed this with money, of course.

...Certainly you would rather have 8 ,whole dollars, (0.00) than

99 cents (t.99) .

when we work just with whole numbers, we can easily tell which

is greater. If we-want to compare 435 and 439 Could simply

write one number under the other so that the digits in t e ones place

line up.

.435

439,

Now, if we read both numbers from left to right we see that in both

cases the digits ii the hundreds place and in the tens place match.

We dp'not have a matching in the ones, place. Since the digits in the

hundreds and the tens place match, all we need to do is compare, the

digits in the ones place, that is,

since 51< 9

then 4351 < 439
0

TO compare 99462 and 10 78, we can do the same thing. -

Write the numbers with the ones aces lined'up: 99462

. 103578

We see at once that 103578 i gieater than 99462 because

there is a digit farther to the left

1
in 103578 than in 99462.

Of course when we wrote the nu ers we lined up the digits in

the ones place. This automatically 3ined ta the decimal points, even

hough they weren't :written.

If we want-to compare '9.29 and \10.2 , we can write the numbers

as before, lining up the digits in onesplace,fand therefore the

decimal points, too.
/\

4. 949
10.2

'' 32
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We still look at the first digit on the left and say that 10.2 is

greater than 9.29 (10.2-> 9.29) . 'However, since we know that'the

places to the left of the decimal point are the whole number places,

we Can compare these'two numbers mentally, because 10 is greater

than 9

When you compare decimals (numbers that are written with a

decimal point), if there are whole number places you compare the

Whole numberd.

'lb compare numbers that are less than 1 , or numbers in which

the whole numbers are the same,,we will use the same method as before.

Numbers that are less than one are written to the right of the decimal

pbint. Digits to the right of the, decimal point are called the

decimal places.

Class Discussion

Which of these two numbers is greater, .123 or .1229 ?

1. Before you compare any two decimals each decimal should have the

same number of decimal places,

"(a) How many decimal places does .123 have?

(b) How many decimal places does .1229 have?

(c) If we "-tack on" a zero to .123 , we have added

2-- ti) the number .123' . Does this change its10000

value?

2. To the right, we hEive rewritten .123'

as .1230 and hen written .1229 . .1 2 3 0

directly below it, Making sure the .1 2 2 9

decimal mints line 111.

(a) Do the tenths match?

(b) Do the hundredths match?

tc) Do the digits in the thousandths place match?,.

33



(d) Which is greater, 3 or, 2 ?

(e) Which is* greater, .123 or .122 .?

To compare two decimals:

1076b

(a) "Tack on" enough zeros so that both decimalshave the same,.

number of decimal places.

(b) Write one aboye the other, being sure that the decimal.

points line up.

(c) Starting at the decimal pOint,,compare the digits i4 each '

place until you come to a place where the digits d'2.

match.
;

(d) , The decimal with the greatest digit in the unmatched

place is the greater number.

Examvle. Witch is rester, .001 or .0009. ?

Step (a): .0010 .0009 ("Tacking o the zero.)

.

Step (b): .0010

.0009 (Lining up the d cimal point.)
j.

Step (c): .0010 (Coming from the $ecit4a1 point s,

.0009 to a place where the/digits

d6 not match.)

Step (4): as 0 < 1

then .0009 < .001

34
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Exercises

" Compare these deCimal numbers. Show which is smaller

putting either < or > between them.

1. .07 .0096

'2. .5001 .b999

3. .0001

4. .0286

5. .397

.00989

.0309

1

6. ,.o0001 .000001

7. 2.03 2.079

8. 43.07 8.o65

9. 593.76 593.761

10. 7.605 7.6005

5

9t.
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,Writing'Decimals as Fractions

\*
YoU know that 4.13 the same- number as 3-7) and .03_ is the

same number As,
100

Sometimes you will need to rewrite other
-

decimals as fiactions. This flow chart Will help you.

Count the decimal places

in the numeral you want to.

reYrite ( the. brighs.1

numeral) ;

.Write that 'mahy zeros after

the 1 in the denominator.

36



(Sometimes -711.!jraction,can be simplified.)

To rewrite .877 as a fraction, the steps, uld look like this

To rewrite .40681 the steps would look like this:

¢5663

To rewrite 49.1, the steed would look like this:

1191

Write "these decimals

need it

Exercises

as fractions.

1. .O9 6.

2. ' 1.1 7.

.647 8,

4.1 45.81= 9.

'5.1 :768 10.

37

1121

1321.
1000

1221
10-

'Use the flow

9

.6057 .

.10o009

100.0007

10-7a

chart if you

J
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Edvisio with Decimals
...._ _,__ _____ _

di

We have said over and over that the decimal point separates the

whole part of a number from the part that is less than one. Numbers

like 6 ; or 118 1 or 9 ) are whole numbers. 1p 6, the six is
.

in the ones place, and there are no tenths or hundredths or,any other

paft less than one. Sometimes it is useful to write 6 like this:

(This is like being able to write 06 as 06.00 .) ,

We ca write :saywhole/number and put a decimal point after(t.

., Then, if we. want to, we can write as any zeros as we want.-kthout

changing the nu ber at all.

l'

Here are ome-examp es:

2 and 2.000 have the- same value, because 2 000

0 .0means 2. and
10

and
1000 1000

5 and 5. have the same value, because 5.0

0
Means 5 and

10

and 3500 have)the same value, because 35.00
, .

4 0
means 35 and and

10 100'

Class Discussion

allft*

Now w re ready to see how to find decimal names for rational

numbers. vide 2000.0 by '5 What do you get?

2000
Are and 400.0 *different names for the same number?

.

l

5

200.0

Di

.

vid 00.0 by 5 :1 What do you get? rAe \I

an 40.0 different names for the'same,number?
5

,Idvl e 20.0 by 5 . What do you get? Are

20.0
and

5
4.0 different names for.the same number?

38
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Here is a list of'What you did.

2000.0

5

200.0

5

20.0-

5

another name for

another 'name for

. -

another name for 4.0 s-

What h4ppened to the.deciMal point inthe numeratorl;n-the left?

What did this do,to the decima point in the numbers on the right?

You can move the decimal in the numerator to the left once more

and divide 2.0 by 5 The answer is . The dicimal

point moved one place to the, left in the answer.

1 . 2..0 2

5

Here is another example. Fill the blanks

,

3.600.0

6

300.0.
6

1042
, b

500.0

If,you divide_the numerator of a fraction

you get a decimal name for the same dumber.

39

the denominator,
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,

fiction llama

probleta tor You to do
Your

.

4

(a)

(b)

5

5

(b)

1

300

30

sorl.)
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( a).
100

47"

10
T

( c

44
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:Writing Fractions as Decimals

In Section 10 -7, when you wrote aecimais in fraction form,

d11 the digits stayed the same except for,th lcower of ten under

the ba (and .the zeros you sometimes left off).

.09 . -2- 3.47, . all" 289.9 . 2-2 etc.100 ' 100 1 10 '

10-9

4In Section 10 -8, however;you found, by dividing, that = .15

and as .75.: The digits were different in the two names for the

same number.

This is not unusual, of course. The nape 7 x:7 does not look

like A9 , yet we know they name the same number: We can make sure

by drawing 7.,,rows of dots with 7 dots in.each row and counting to

be certain there are A9 in all.

4How cal we make sure that 3 and .8 are the same number?

One way is .to write .8 as a fraction and.see if the two fractions
.

0
are equal.

8 --- 8

=

. 2-- and
TOT10 x

Or we could use a unit region divided-into fifths and then into
.

I \

tenths.
,

\

. ,

4 $
-Again we see that

5 15

lb be sure .75 ia we can change the decimal to a fraction and

see that

and

75 = 100
-112-

100
=

x :5

42
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We can use a unit region divided into fourths and then into

hundredths.

3
If we shade r of the unit, we find that what we shaded is

`+

-exactly 12-
100

of it.

;I itigoiSIVM
04.1 Wm tilli

ard , MEM

-"41.1111111111111111111
Mfg MON
tig. SA
ISSIMitil
4,, pfilin
AIME

We can write my rational number in either f ction or decima

form. If the rational number is a whole number we can write it

a decimal just by putting a decimal point after it and writing as/

many zeros as we like after the decimal point.

= 45.0

We can write it as a fraction in many ways: 45 = 213.

122
,

"OW

Class Discussion

A'fraction with a power of 10 as the denominator ia.easy'to

write as a decimal. All we do is copy the numera or, count the

zeros in the denominator, and count that many pla es from right to

left before putting in the.decimal

\

or

If we want'to change E. to a, decimal, we c py t

. How many zeros are in the,denominator?

decimal places will there be in the decitnal?

as a decimal.
10

1

e numerator,

Haw many

Write
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If.we want to change
1000

to a decimal, wp copy the

numerator, . How many zeros are in the denominator?

How many decimal places will there be in the decimal?

When you'count from right to left you find you need one more digit.

before you write the decimal point. Write a zero. So -12- .019
1000

Another way to change a fraction to a decimal can be used

whether the denominator is a .power of 10 or not.

Since a fraction is just a division expression, we can simply

divide the numerator by the denominator.

means
10'

divided by 10 .

Write the problem this way: 107:"

Can you divide?

Write the 1 in the andwer in:the nes lace, and 'put a

int after it, because the 1 represents a emumber.

Write the left-over 3 ts'the right of the

if

1.

lorT

3 in the dividend.

This left:-over 3 is 3 ones. Put a decimal point after 13

an write aizero. 1.

10 1330

Think of the left-over 3 as tenths. Can 57,U divide?

30 tenths divided by 10 is tenths. Write /3 in the tenths

place of your answer.

10

Write
101090

this way. 1000FI9

Can you divide 19 by 1000 ? Put a decimal point after

19 and just above put a decimal point in your answer. You know



/ "

r,

4 1y

your answer willmot have any whole number places.

Write a zero in thedividend. -

19 = tenth's,

Can you divide 190 tenths by 1000?

Write 0 in tenths place in your answer.

Put another 0' in the dividend.

/19 = hundredths

/ Can you divider.'

Write 1 in hundredths place in your answer.

a.

.01
1000D755,

-10 00
9 00

rite another 0 in the dividend.

Opo hundredths = 9000 thousandths

.019

1000119.000
-10 00
9 000
-9 000'

019
1000

.14

You won' Ilant to use the division method for finding decimal

names of fr ctiOns that have a power.of 10 in the depotinator, but

it is a g od method for other-fractions.

In changing fractions to decimals, remember to:

(1) Put a decimal point after the whole numberdin the

dividend. ()

#



(2) Put a decimafpoint in the answer just e the point

in the dividend.

(3) When you can't divide, put a zeroin the co ;eat place

in the answer.

(4) Use just as many zeros as 'necessary after the decimal

point'in,the dividend!

10-9d-

Here is an example of the steps in writing asa decimal.
Jok

.o

16 l.o

.o6
3.61T60

6

.662

1637ocio

4o
-32

--$

.0625
101]..0000

- 26
4o

-8o

None of the problems in the following exercises id this long!

46
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Exercises

.1. Divide to fiAd the decimal name or these.,

(a)

(c)

(d) 10 =

(e)

(f) 5 =

(g) Si

7

I

, , Nob haveoto be yhen you find the decimal name for numberscareful
. t.

c-, .gre'iter ;Ulan one. ,Looki,.
.. ' ,

v.

Because this is true, there will be a digit to the left of the'
dez;ithal point.

Divide as usual: 21:3

143



1
You'can divide:

2

but you have a.remainder.Put a deciMal point In the dividend

and a decimal point above it in the answer.

1.

21TIO

Divide again. 1. 5

-Yr

2. Divide to find the decimal name for these.

(a) = (f) =

(b) 2 . 4
(g) T5-

(h) t

48'

r
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10-10 . .

Repeating Decimals

So far, in changing fractions to decimals, you have found that.,, ,

after dividing to two or three decimal places you could stop, because ."

there was no remainder. In:the example whic was worked for you, '}

.1
= 0625', it was necessary t o w xite fo r zeros in the divideng:lo

before there was no remainder. =

1

('#or some fractions, there is "no place to st p". ,These are

called repeating decimals._

'Class Discussion ,

1
We will rewrite T, as a decimal.

- .

311757
.

.

When you divide '10 tenths' lay. 3 , you get with a remain e1-

of tenth.

s

3
- 31'1.0'0

-Whenyou divide 10 hundredths y 3 , you get

remainder of hundredth.

3

3

.

'0' 0'

When you divide 10 thousandths by 3 you get

1 remainder of ten-thousandth.

with

with a

It is clear that since 91u. Ieep'on dividing 10 of something

by '3 , you will always get' with.a remainder of

The digit 1 in the decimal, will be repeated no matter how many

decimal places you use. To show that this happens, we put a bar over
1the digit that is repeated:
3
- =

w.

1
We will rewrite 5-1- as a d cimal.

11F5t55

;a,

-.;

.
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Can ,you- divide?

Write, 0 in tenths place.. You have 10- tenths left over, and

10 tenths = hundredths.,

.0-

11575E.

Can you ftiVide?

/ .09
--- 1111.01°010

.

The remaind is- 1 . Ihe nex d t in the answer is 0 , and the

one after that is 9 ',again. No ter how long,you work you will

get first a 0 ,,' then' a . Since this is true, we write
1 7-
-fi- =.v7,, This tells us that

11
1 )

909,09090909090909

Here is a longer One,

and so on.

7 3.

Divide 3 by 7 and keep on writing zeros in the dividend a

1png as you need them. Your'first left-over 4.s, of course, 3 on

Olen you will.get left-overs of 2 ,6 , 4 , 5 , and 1 . The next

left-over is 3 , the numbelr of onelsteiTarted with, so you know

the digits in the quotient will now repeat. Write the d cimal

numeral for 3
7

Try this one .
3

2 is greater than 1 Y ur, answer haS a 1 in the whole number'3

part. The "left-over" 2 repe s ea time you livide, so

2 .
3.=

When you divide, you an step as soon as the, left-over" is

the same as the number of Aft-b -r ones.

Sometimes you want 'to know b fore you start whether you can

write a fraction as a terminating ecimal (one that "stops") or

whether.you111 get a repeating dec mal.

5



. 1

Look at the denominators of these fractions that gi a terminat

decimals; '

1 1 7 11
Ig/i/ i./25/a)/50 a'

If\you find the prime factorization of any of these denominator

you will see that they hakve no prime factors except 2 or, 5 and

2 and 2 are the onlY prime factors of any power of 10 .

Mere are some fractions that gre repeating decimals:

7, 2

11 13 15'

Each denominator has some prime factor other than 2 and 5 .

Exercises

Write the decimal numeral for each of the following fractions.

(See if you cAn tell, before you start, which ones will repeat.)

2.

3.

5

2

4
9=

7

7

6.

7.

8,

9,

10.

=

1

12 7 ,

1
'6 4*

1
7

8
9=

51
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NUltiplicatiO with Decimals

In order to multiply using decimals, you need to be able to

multiply whole numbers. The problem 4 x 37 could be worked by

adding four 37's but there are shorter ways.

Because 37 . 30 + 7 , you can first multiply 4 x,30 and then

multiply 4 x 7 and add your answers.

30 and 7

x4 x4
120 28 so 4 x 37 120 4- 28 or 148

e can write this:' 37

x4
120 (4 x 3o)

28 (4 x 7)

148

or this: 37

x 4,

28 (4 x 7)

120 (4 x 3o)

148

To save time and writing, however, we can start at

x 7 . 28 , -and since the 2 means 2 tens,

until we have'found what X 30 is. We then add t

to the 12 tens in 120 ti
Sometimes people write the

tens plebe in 37 asa reminder, like this:

E37

Z-14
3,48-

the right,

e remember

e 2 tens

IK above the



We can multiply 3 N:235 like this:

or like this:

235

>L1

15 (3 x5)

90 (3 x 30)

600 (3 x 200)

705

.125

705

Exercises

Multiply. Use the method that is easiest for

1. 47

4

5., 368

7

2. 68

9

6. 264
6

53

L3

10-11a

63 4. 41

7 5

7. 473
8

t.

8. 987

5



Multiplication with Larger Nbers

In a problem like 34 x 76 , we know that 34 = 30 + 4 , so

76 (which is 70 6) must be multiplied both by 30 and by 4.

Again, it doesn't matter which we do first as long as we multiply,

30 X 70 14 X70 , 30 x 6 , and 4 x 6 and find the sum of these

products. Luckily, our place value.system does a lot of the work

for us. Iere is one way to do thie:

76

(4 x 6)24

280 (4 x 70)

180 (30 x 6)

2100 (30 X 70)

284

Some people write less. They solve 4 x 76 by multiplying 4 x 6

and then remembering thdt the 2 tens in 24 must be added to the

product of 4 x 70 . Their first step would look like this:

76 They then write a 0 under the 4 (because they are

going to multiply by 30) and then find 3 x 76 . The

304 completed problem looks like this:

76

304

2280

2584

54



Multiply in

1. 67
24

4. 32
78

10-11c

Exercises \t'

way you like.

2. 45

63

346
67

55

3. 97

6. 473

a,



vt.

10-11d

Decimals in Multiplication

in order to understand how to multiply using decimals, we think

of how decimals can be written as fraction. When we multiply

1.3 X .5 for instance,we'are multiplying
10 X 10

Class Discussion

la 13 x 5 (13 x 5 =
10 10 10 x 10 (10 x 10

So la x
lo lo

Rewrite the product as a decimal.

How many decimal places are in 1.3 ?

How many decimal places are in .5 ?

How many decimal places are in the product? 4

To multiply 2.56 X 1.5 rwe can rewrite both numbers as fractions.

2.56 = and 1.5 =

256 x
100 x 10 x lo

256 X 15 = So

100 X 10 =

22.q
100

x
10

Write this as a decimal

How many deCimal places are in 2.56 9

How many decimal places are in .1.5 ?

How many decimal places are in 3.840?

When we multiply powers of 10, we just count all 'the zeros

in the numbers we are multiplying and put that many in the

answer. The number of decimal places in a number like 2.56 just

shoes how many are ih the denominator of the fraction

56
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22§.. Tnei'efore when we multi100 ply decimals we just count all the

decimal places in the numbers we are multiplying and pit that many

places in the answer.

To mUl i ly .36 X .2 , we N4Tite problem:the p *k

.36 c

x .2

Notice that we don't have to keep the decttal points lined up when

we multiply. If we rewrite the problem in fraction form,

36 a
100 X10 '

I

J

we would multiply whole numbers, 36 x 2 and 100 X 10

Now we multiply as if .36 and .2 were whole numbers, then count

the decimal places (two in .36 and one in .2) and put the

decimal point in the answer so that there are three decimal places.

But .36 X ,2 is 72 , and we must have 3 decimal places, so we

Put a 0 before the 7 .

.36 X .2 _1072

.36 `

x .2

.072

57



''Exercises

1. Multiply.

(a)

(b).

(c)

Use your tabled when you can.

.09 x

2.5 x .0025 =

1.2 x 120 =

(d) 1.135 x 2

(e) 7.48 x .12 7

(I) .0762 x .11 =

(g) 4 x .25

(b) .5 x .25

i) 2.7 x .15

'2. Multiply.

(a) 52 x .03 =

(b) 59.8 x 2.1 =

(c) 4:6 x 11.0

(d) 932 x .002 =

3. Multiply.

(a) .7 x .01 .

(b) 498 x .1 .

(e) .32 x .01 .

(d) .0068 x 10 .
)

(a) 2.75 x .01 -

(f) 32.596 x .1 =

(g) .993 X 1000 .

58
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Decimal Divisors

Niost people think it is easierto divide by a whole number than

by a fraction. Which looks easiest,

4 4
?

or

You can see that they all are the same number;, 2,0 but the

first one looks easier than the others.

This ins why many People rename a numberAo find the answer in

a problem like .5mv
t

First We find-another way of writing the problem. You have
1

often rewritten numbers like - this way: 5r17--- . This time
5 e

we will write the dividend in our problem (20) as the numerat r of

a fraction, and the dii/isor (.5) ail the denominator, just the

opposite of what we did before.

We write .5715 as
20
.5

Class Discussion

0
We want to -the number -3 by some name for 1 so that

there will not,be any decimal places in the denominator. If the

denominator were 5 instead of .5 we could divide in the usual way.

What we want to do is move the decimad-Vollit one place to the

right. If we multiply .5 by we get 5 . Now we have the

helpful name
10

e for 1:
10

22 10 200. 200
.5 10

or
5.0 . 5

Write the problem like this: 5760 and divide as usual.

59
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1.1-If 20 dl ded by .5 is I then 40 x'.5 = 20 . Do
,

the multiplication to see that this is correct.

Ito

X.

To divide 75 by -.25 we can first write

._125

Since there are two decimal places in .25 we will have to multiply
00

it by to get the whole number, 25 . We choose
1-00

as

our name for. 1. .

Jf 75 x 2.7-92

.25 100 25.

Now divide as usual. 25755-

Check your answer by multiplying: 3 x .25 =

In the problem 6.8 divided by .02 , you will have to multiply

:62 by to get the whole nuber 2 . The name we choose

to multiply by is

4*,F

6.8 loo
X

.02 100

When you are sure you understand this, you can save time ink

division problems like .0216.8

Count the decimallaces in e divisor (.02) to find out what

number you will multiply both num ers by. To move the decimal point

two places to the right; you mult ply both numbers by a hundred.

Simply cross out/both decimi ints and move them two places to

the right.

x02.1600.

Then divide as usual.

6o

(
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In this class discussion you saw that you can write a new name

for a fraction that has a decimal denominator. The way this is done

is to multiply the fraction by one. The name for one uses the same

power of ten fo both the numerator and denominator. Once' you write

the new name that has a whole number for the denominator, you know

how to divide.

Exercises

Follow these steps to work each problem below.

First: Find out what power -of 10 you must multiply the

denominator by to make it a whole number.

Second: write a name for 1 using that power of .

Third: , Multiply by 1.

Fourth: Divide the numerator of the new fraction by the.

denominator of the new fraction.

Fifth: Write your answer in the blank at the right.

Last: Check your, answer by multiplying it by the

denominator of-the fraction you started with.

Example;

1. (a) --
.5

(b)

12
-2- = 222 25N-55
.25. 100 25 ,

4.0

50

12



6
(e) 05

2. Be careful of-the decimal point in these.

.165, 10
Example.

.5 10'

(a)
75
3

(b)
.125

.5

; 1 . 8

'c' .025

.02

:49
(e)

I.0),ti

1.2A

6.5
-

62

and
1.3

5 r6.1

10-12c

(d)

(e)

1.3

(d) .

(e)

(f)



3. Divide. Remember: To get rid-of the decimal places (-N

in the divisor you must multiply both numbers by the same

power
o

10

(.a)

\
(b) ..09189

(c) 1.21.36

(d) 2.5E7
/

(e) .1419.8

(f) .237175

Kg) 1.8rT.T

(h) /15.01-§33--

C

63

-r

'.10 -12d

00"



Addition and Subtraction with Decimals

(

10-13

When yoU add and subtract whole numbers, you are careful to

write the problem down so that you add ones to ones, tens to tens,

and so on. You have done this with whole numbers by making sure

the ones digits-were lined up in a column. To add 33 + 9,+ 148 + 22

you write:

33

9.

t
When you have to add or subtract amounts of money, you line up"

the decimal points o make sure you add dollars to d6llars, dimes to

dimes and pennies t pennies. (You wouldn't write 1 dollar and

1 dime in a column d add! 1 and 1 are 2 , and you'XI have to

ask, "Two what ? ")

/ Class Discussion

When you write Whole numbers ih o1umn:you4ine up the

digits in place. You can ys think of a decimal

point as being just to the o the ones place., so you

are automatically lining up the

To add decimal nUm ers, you must be careful to keep the dedimal

points lined up, one directly beneath the other. It 's often helpful

to make sure all the numbers you are to add have the ime number
10
f

deci 1 places. If yoli. want to add 3.8 and .009 , you cah't move

the d git 9 the left, but you'oan put. zeros after the 8

because 3.800 is the same number as 3.8' You will write your

problem like ihis:
10

3.800

009

6):

.0
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The-decimal point i your answer must be lined up, too, so that

the sum has three decimal places: 3.809.

To subtract, you set up the problem the same way.

Example. 4.37 - 3.259

4.37 has only two decimal places and 3.259 lies three.,

Write 4.37 as 4.370 .and set up the problem like this:

4.370
3.259

Now subtract in the usual way. The decimal point in

the answer goes directly below the other decimal

points.

4.370

3.259

1.111

Exercies

1. Add. Be ;sure to write enough zeros at the ri t to keep the

decimal points lined up. Problem (a) is done for you.

(a) .7 +.84 = '\ 1.54
x

(b) .719 + .382 =

(c) .853 +

(d)d, .(25 + .55 =

(e) 1.002 + .0102

.p70

+ .84,

1.54



I
(f) + :125 .-:

I

(g) .?107 + .32 I- .0716 .

(h) 2.311+ .6 + .72 =

i) 1.05 + .075 + 21.5

2. Subtract. Problem ,.(a) is done for you.

(a) 4.6 - 2.36 = 2.24

(b) 48.134 - 16.78 =

(c) .807 - .235

(d) .64 -:,476

(e)' :1.216 - .438

(f) 14.273 - 4.39 =

(g) 7.28 - 5.542

(h) 1.005 - 326.
66

4. 6o

-2,36

2,24



Summary

In t

be named

it is eas

work with

, --

is chapter you have learnedthat any rational number can

ither in fraction,form or in decimal form. Sometimes

er to work with fractions and sometimes it is easier to

decimals. If you know how to do both, you can solve the

problem the easier way.

Class Discussion

Suppose you are told to multiply 61. x .125 . You can do

this:

but if you know that

.125

x 61.

500

7500

8.000

.125 = 7 , you can do this:

x 64

8

Suppose you have to add , , and . One way to do it is to

think = .875,- i.= . , and = .

.875

750

.50o,

2.125

2.125 = 27\

In order to use whichever form is easiest, you must be able to

find decimal names for fractions anefraction names for decimals.

1

67
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Remember that fractions are division expressions, so to change

a deciMall you divide 1 by .

411.:150

It is useful just to remember names\that go together for some of the.
1

cotmonly used fractions. If you know that s = .125 , for instance,

2 \then to find 7 (which is also v you can just multiply .125 X 2

and get 3.250 . s = 3 x .125 , i = 5 x .125
/

7
and 7 = 7 x .125 . (Do

1 .you see an easy way to find 7 , now?
1

is - x .. , so

1 .125,
,7 2

or .0625 .)

Tb find fraction -names for decimals that do not repeat, you-first

rewrite the decimal as a fraction with the denominator a power of 10 .

,. You remember 'that there are as many zeros in the denominator as there

are decimal places.

.125
0

Ifl\you divide both the numerator and the denominator by 5 as long,

as you can, you cart simplify the fraction.

.125 . 122.-
1000

:4200'

The moJat important thing forryou to remember about decimals ip

that the d cimal tint separate the
- ..

the ecimai froM tile part that i less than 1. DI

ik (:)f the decimal point represent why.e nu

\

68
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.2-zt

farther they are from the point, tlie the number they

represent. In the number' 6,000,000, the 6 means six million.

Digits to the of the decimal point represent numbers

that are less than 1 ,

the smaller they get. It takes

make 6.

and the farther they are from the point

1000 of these: .006 to

With many problems, you

reasonable in order to check

In 41.3 + 2.069 , the

Your answer should be about

larger than 41 and 2.069

can find out whether your answer is

up on where yol4 put the decimal point.

whole numbers are 41 and

43 because 41.3 is just a little

is just a little larger than 2

In 60.8 - 1.79 , the whole numbers are and

so your answer should be about because 60 - 1 is

In 5.63 X 2.1 , the whole numbers are and

Your answer should be about because 5 X 2 is

25.06,
In , your answer should be about

divided by is

because

.

Here are a few rules to help you with the exercises.

1. 'When you add or subtract or compare deciials, it's

,important to keep the decimal Points_ lined up.

2. When you multiply decimals, you multiply as if they were

whole, numbers. The answer has as many decimal places

as there were all together in' the p4oblem. (Like the

zeros in t e denomfinators, remember ?)

3. 'When you 'd

numbers by

there ar

vide b

the po

ecimal

a -decimal,you first multiply both

er of 10 that ,b+,,ip many zeros as

aCes in the dii/isor.

69
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4. To multiply by 10 , move the decimal point one place

. to the right.

5. To.divid

the 'left.

1

y 10 move the decimal point one place to

Exercises

1. Rename these fractions as decimals.

(a)

(b)

(c) 3 =

4
(d)

5
=

2. Rename these,decimals"a fractions. (Some of them you will

need to simplify.)

(a) .6 N

(b) .12

(f) .0031

10-14c
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1,2

3, Write < or > in the blank to'make these true.

(a), '.0197

(b) 7.6

(c) 40.00]

(d) .987

4. Add.

.2

7.75

40.0011

.9836

(a) 6.8 3.042 4 71 .

(b) 21.007 32.963 .18

5. Subtract.

(a) 7.9 - 2.5 =

(b) -3.04 - 1.562 =

(c) 58.079 - 21.2 =

6. Multiply.

(a) 39.1 x .601 .

(b) 2.32/(1000 =

(c) 42 X .01 .

7. Divide.

(b)//2.116.3

(

71

(c) 1.81 .36
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Chapter 10. Decimals

Pre -Test Exercises

These exercises are like the problems you will have on the

chapter test. If you don't know how to do''theM, read the section
again. If you still don't understand, ask your teacher.

1. (Section 10-9) Divide.

498
.10

2.

a)

(b)
2

1000

(c)
468.2
100

(Sction 10-11) Multiply.

(a) 5.8 x 100 =

(b) .022 x 21 =

(c) .25 x 4.8 =

(d) 4.76 X low

(e) 3 x/.125

et

3. (Sectio4 10- 13) Add.

(a)' 2.9 ÷ 3.07 29 + 1.0011- =

(b) 1.25 ÷ :046 ÷ 3.871; ..9 =

4. (Section 10-13) Subtract.

(a) 3:45 - 2.15 =

(b). 8.1 3.125 =

72

a



(S ction 10-12) Divide.

2.8

(1,N 26
`'' .02

56
(c) =78

6. (Section' 10-9)

.Write the following as decimals.

..

(a) 22:

1 -

(b)

(c) 73
no,

(d) 3

(e) 3

I (

I'

Decimal

,(Seciios 10-7 and 10-14)

Write the following as fractions in simplest form.

(a),..35 = (c) .4 =

(b) .625 = (d) 05 =

73

4 fi

10-P-2
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I

1

8. (Section 10- 11)

Fill the blanks.

.' (a) .25 x 60 is

(b) .20 x 30 is

(c) .05 x 535 is

9. (Section 10-6)

I

Write < or > to show which number is greater.

(a) .039 .0164

(b) .104 .13

(c) .0051 -.00512 ,

74

.

1

/
10-P-3
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1. Divide.

36.8

too

TES

_Chapter 10

(b)

2.9

l000

Multiply.

(a) .29 x 10 =

(b) 1.8 x 2.9 =

(c) .82 x 100 =

(d) .15 x' .23

(e) 2.6 X 22 7

3. Add.

(a) 64 + 2.5 + 3.147

A':\j '(D) 9.43 -1- .o8 +. 2.1

4

. v

+ 16 =

1- 45.6.=

75

F



r

er,

4. Subtract.

(a) 76.04 - 7.1

29.4 - 27.39 =(b)

5. Divide.

(a) 2,5);_ =

.366

3.2

.2

6. Write the fall[wing as decimals.

(a)

(b)

(c)

3

1

}3

(g)

(h)

89
100

1

5

.1

10

Decimal

76
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7. Write the following as fractions in simplest forM.

(a) .45 = (d) .2 =- /

(b) .375 = (e) 4 =

(c) 8 '(f) ,:r5

8. Fill the blanks.

(a) (.35 x 200 is

(b) .15 x 48 is

(c) lco x 18 is

(d) .05 x 465 is

(e) .1 x.397 is

9. Write < or > to show which number is greater.

(a)

(b)

(c)

.29 .289

.01604 .016041

.078 .064

77
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Che k Your Memory: Self-Tea'

t

1. (Section 6-5.)

16
(a) ,7 = and- 2 =16

169
(b)

3
and x 13 = 169

4

(c)
700

= and x 25 = 70025

2. (Section 6-2.)

What rational number is represented at each point named?

t

0Allflit
0

-
1 c

I

I I I

3. (Section 6 -2.)

Fill the blanks.

(a) ; . x ,

(b) ,' = 8x

(c)
3

. x 31

1.,',

\

v

,No

78

t

.../.1-1/

11..
A

\1
1 f

. B

. 63

D

S. C

10- -1'

7

\
,
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4. Tction 8-6.)

Fiil the blanks so tha

befoA it.

(a) + 5 = 17

X =

(b) 7x; 10 = 4'

14

x =

10-

the equation is equivalent to the one

(c) x + 7 = 22

3

. x

2 3
(d)

4
x +

= 1

x =2i

`5. (Section

Construct a line perpendicular to AB at point P

7'

A

,79

N



6. (Section 9-5.)

Draw a triangle with two sides and the angle',they form congruent

to the segments and angle below.

10-R-3

OP.

Now check-your answers on the next page.. you do not have them

all right, go back and read the section'again.

.

1

8o
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A

Answers to Check Your Memory: Self:Test
ti

.1. (a) 8, 8

(b) 13, 13

(c) 28, 28

2.
3

9

1
C

s.3

4"

3.

4?

D

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

2

3

2x +5 = 17

r

(b) 7x -

2x = 12

x =6

= 4

=14)

x N 2 -

\

(c) + 7 = 2

e I

F3 x =

Ax = 25

3

3 )5 5 5

3x. =

x =
3

81

;0)
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6.

. 10-R-5
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Chapter 11

PARALLELISM

Congruence (Revisited)

11-1

In Chapter you learned that two figures a congruent if a copy of

one c n be fitted exactly 'on the other. For ex if yo make a

tracing A ABC

and it fits exactly on A A'B'C'

then Ve say that A ABC is congruent to A A, C' . In symbols we would

write

1, ABC saf A A'B'C'

where the symbol "." is-Yead "is- congruent to".

Let us now review the methods we used to copy a trianglet'using .only

a compass and ruler.



Class Discussion

\11 -la

Copying a Ttia e by SSS

On Page 11- you will find a triangle to be copied. Part of the\
line in the middl= of the page will be used as one of the sides of the

triangle. Follow e directions and figures below to help you copy the

triangle.

(a) Copy AB on to the line

so that AB is congruent

to A'B'.

(b) Place the point of the compass

on the vertex A' and set. your

compass so that the pencil

'point falls on the vertex C.

C

At

85

A'
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(c) Place the poiht of the compass

on the point At and draw an arc.
C

(d) Place'the point of the compass

on the vertex B and set your

compass so that the pefcil

point falls on the-vei.tex C-.

:86
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(e) Place ttrepolnt of the compass

on the point B' and draw an

arc that crosses the first arc

you drew,

(f) Draw the that starts at At

and goes thilough the point where

the two arcs intersect. Then

draw the ray Thom B' that goes

through the same point. Label

this point C'.

A'

If you have been careful, Ls, A'B'C' = A ABC.

If three sides of one triangle are congruent to

the sides of another triangle,
.

then the two triangles are congruent.

B'

This iSealled the SSS Side, Side)* congruence proiperty.

87
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Work Sheet

B

1

11-1d .\

.111111(

A'

'
a

3
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Copying a Triangle by SAS,

On Page 11 -1g you will find a triangle to be copied. Part of the

line on the page is to be used as one side of the copied triangle.

Follow the directions and figures below to help you Copy the trialle.

(a) Copy XY on to the line so

that XY is 'congruent to 'X'Y'.

N

(b) ,Copy L p at vej'tex x'.'.

Nk4

89

X'



(c) Copy XZ onto the ray of

the angle you just'copied.

(d) Draw V.V.

,11

A

11-1f

If you have been careful, A XYZ = A X' Yt Z' .

You can see that although p triangle has three sides and three

angles we needed only three of these "parts", in this

and ain angle, to ,copy the triangle.

case two sides

If two sides and the angle they form of one triangle'

are congruent to two sides and the angle they form of

another triangle, then the.iwb triangles are congruent.

This is called the SAS (Side, Angle, Side) congruence property.

z

90
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Copying a Triangle by ASA

On Page 11-1j you will find a triangle to be copied. Part of the

line in the middle of the page is to be used-as one side of the triangle

to be copied. Follow the directions and figures below to help you copy

the triangle.

,"

(a) Copy PR on to'he line

so that PR is ,congruent

to- P'11'.

(b) Copy, L a: at vertex Pi.
c:

(c) Copy L c at vertex 13'

43
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Copying a Triangle by ASA

On Page 11-1j you will find a triangle to be copied': Part of the

line in the middle of the page is to be used as one side of the triangle

to be copied. Follow the directions and figures below .to help you copy

the triangle.

\r2

(a) Copy PR on to ",the line

OQ that PR is,congruent

to P'R'.

(b) , Copy, L a at vertex Pt.

( c) Copy L c at vertex R'..

-ot

Pt R'

yo-

-*/



(d) Label the point Q'.

If you were careful, A PO = A P'QI10.

You can see that all we needed to copy the triangle,was two
I

angles and a common side.

If two angles and one side of one triangle are

congruent to the corresponding two angles and one

side of a second triangle,-then the triangles

are congruent.

, .

This is called the ASA (Angle, Side, Angle)

I.

f, a

4
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Exercises

1. Using the SSS construction, copy the triangle below. Be sure to

label the vertices. (Vertices is the Plural of vertex.)

2. Using the SAS construction, copy the triangle below. Be sure

to label the vertices.

X'

I
95



Using thethe ASA construction, copy, the triangle below. Be sure to
label the vertices.

B

14

A'

96
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The Rhombus (Revisited)

Recall that a'rhombus is a four-sided figure with all sides being

congruent to each other. Also,

"the diagonals of a rhombus:

(a) are perpendicular to each tithei

(b) bisect each other,

and (c) bisect the angles at the end points of the diagonals.

The class activiti-that,follows will let you review how to use the

rhombus to bisect a line segment and t bisect an angle.

Class Discussion

To bisect a line segment, all You )need to do is to build a rhombus

around it so that the line segment is one of the diagonals-of the rhombus,

The other diagonal will do the bisecting.

1. On Page 11-2c you will find a line setv.ent to be bisected. Follow ,

the directions and figures below to help you do the bisection:

(a) If AC is to be a-diagonal

then you must find S point

.B above the segment and a

point D below the segment

so that ABCD is a rhombus.

(b) Set your, compass so that

the Opening is wider than

half the distance from A to C .

97
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11-2a

(c) Put the *Ant of the compass

on point .A and draw an.arc.

(about half a circle) that:

crosses AC

sr

(d) Without changing your compass

setting, put.the point of the

comp4ss on point C and draw

another arc so thatit crosses

the first arc you drevin two

places.

O. *

I 1

A'

}



.(e). You now have located the point
N

above i'AC and point D below

AC . Draw BD .

(f) Draw AD , AB , B , and CD .

YIlle figure ABCD ,is a rhombus.'

Label the intersec ion of AC

acid BD with the, letter M .

11--2b

B

.

Because you know the diagonals of a rhombus bisectjeath,other,

you have, by "building a rhombus'around AC", bisected it at M

99
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2. On Page 11-2f you will find an angle to be bisected.,, PoltOw the
directions and figures below, to help you do the blsectioh.

(a) To bisect L x let it be one

of the angles of a rhombus.

r-

(b) Place the point of your

compass on point B and

draw-an arc cutting both

rays of the angle. This

locates points A and 6 .

(c) Without changing your compass

setting, plra-the point Of

thd compass On point A and .

draw an arc.

B



4

Tr*
. ..

",

"- el

(d.) Without changing your compass

setting, put the point_of the

compass on poin' C and draw

an arc crossing 'the arc you

have dust drawn. You now

have located point D .

(0' Draw AC, BD, AlG and .CD

thhe figure ABCD is a rpombuS.
a

11=2e ,

aY4

D

Because you know tliat the diagonals of aprhombus:bisect the angles

at their end points, 'you have, by ,Pbdilding a rhombus around Lx",

bisected it.

102
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1. Bisect the angle below.

2. Bisect AB .

Exercises

B

A

\
3. You Know that the diagonals of'a rhombus not only bisect each other

but alb\are perpendicular to each other. Draw a line segment

perpendicular to, PQ ..

N

P
0

Q

4*
,
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Parallel' Lines in the Plane

You. have seen many examples of parallel lines. For example, the lines

on a ruled sheet of paper are parallel and they are all perpendicular to

the edge of the paper.

The rails.of a railroad track are parallel and they are both perpendicular

to the ties.

1111 OP 1111 IIII 1111

111111111
When we think of examples of parallel lines it almost always includes

thinking about perpendicular lines. In the class activity that follows

you will learn how to construct two parallel lines by making them

perpendicular to a third line. As you might guess, we will use the

rhombus to make this construction.

105



Class Discussion

11-3;

On Page 11-3d a, line has been drawn for you. .Follow the directions

below to construct two parallel lines that are perpendicular to the

drawn line.

(a) Place the needle point of your compass

on'pipint A . Without.changing your

compass setting,

sects ,21 above

that intersects

Label the points

and C . .

draw an arc that inter-

point A and an arc

21 below point A

of intersection B

(b) Open your compass so that it is

wider than the distance from A

to B . Put the needle point

on point B and draw an arc

(about half a circle) that

arosses
1

.

1'

Li

W

g.-

C--



(c) With It changing your compasq

*settling, put the needle.poit-.

vf.the Compass on point

and draw another arc that

.crosses the first arc you drew

in two places.'

. 4.

(d) Label the points where the

two arcs intersect D and E

and draw the line that passes

through points .D and E.

41101010

1.1731),

9

4

107
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(e) Now let us look at the figure'you just finished constructing. If

we were io draw BD , EC , CE , and TB , the figure would be a

rhombus. 1"-

A

wr".

21

rsg 3111.-

(f)

We know that the diagonals of's rhombus are perpendicular to each

other. We also know that the diagonal DE is parto,the line that

passes through points D and 'IL Therefore, In mdit bea
perpendicular to /1 . The little nri " at the point where

the two lines intersect is used tp'show the;t the two lines are

perpendicular to each other.

NOW construct a line through point W that is perpendicular to 21

Use the same method you just finished,Using.

When you have finished you will have constructed two lines

perpendicular to 1 and these two lines will be parallel.

108
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Exercised

1. Pictured to the right are

three lines perpendicular

to a fourth line. In symbols

we use " to mean

"is perpendicular WI and

H .% to mean "is parallel t&'.

(a) Is
£1

H i
2

z

(b) Is
£2

H
3

?

(c) Is
-

i
1 II

23 ?

11-3e
C

2. Complete the sentences below. Use the drawing above to help you.

(a) Two lines perpendicular to the same line are

to each other.

(b)' Two lines parallel to a.third line are

each other.

3. Suppose we have a line 2.
1

and a point P not on .

(a) How many lines do 'you

tbink can go through P

that are parallel to 41 ?

(b) How many lines do you

think can go through P

that are perpendicular

to
1

?

BBAINBOOSTER.

4. A line separate: the plane into two regions. Into how many regions,

do two lines. imp rate-the plane:

Ca). 4,f the lines are parallel?

(b) if the lines' intersect?

to

P

110
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Rectangles

The drawing below is like the figure you constructpd in rthq last
- . 4

class activity.?

.

r

We pick a point on ',' say point A , and by buildi:ng a rhombus

we construct,a line perpellarkaar to i ,at Point A , 'and intersecting .

1 2°

(

/Nm
2

.

111

2

1
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., ...,

The figureoutlihed with the dark line is called "a rectangle.
. ... _.
_Notice that. m.i. and .m2 are perpendicular to Li; therefore

and (m2 must be parallel to each other.

..-
..

A .

.

, m2:

ti

11-4a

s

ml

By rooking at the way the above rectangle was constructed you see, .

why. we say the,- following things.

In a rectallglali

"(a) the four angles are all right angles,

and (b) opposite sides are parallel.

It is also true that opposite sides are congrueht.

If we ,continue to .draw perpendicular lines at points B l'C D and

i
.

mi
.......$

.

.

- c

4

.

2
1

rill .

.

,":11

,

0

.

.

.
.

3
r

1.',..

.

E

.

.

.

r

.

r
.

),,...

.

2

1.-raj

.

Y

,m..r

you can see that many rectangles have been formed. As opposite sides of

a rectangle are congruent, then all of these segments are congruent to

each other.
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This fact now lets us say:

the perpendicular distance between parallel lines

is the same everywhere.

Class Discussion

Earlier in this chilpter youlearned that if
40

three sides of one triangle are congruent to

three sides or another triangle, then the twa

triangles are congruent. (SSS property)

We will mita use this idea to show that if ,you draw a diagonal of'a

rectangle, the two triangles formed are congruent.

- :
,>"'

We,will agree that a line segment is congruent to
4

. 1. Becduse figure ABCD is d'rectangle, 'AB

2. Because figure ABCD is a i-ectangle, AD

3. Because a line segment is congruent to itself, AC

4. 'Then,.by the property of triangles,

113
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'Exercises

11-4c

,-

1. (a) Construct two linesYassing through points 'A and B that

.-are perpendicular to mi .

(b) 116w pick a point on one of the lines you drew perpendicular to
,

ml and construct a line parallel to ml

(c) 'What sort of figure has been formed?

2. (a) Bisect each side of the rectangle below thus finding the midpoint

of each side.

(b) Draw line segments from one Midpoint to the next.

(c) What kind of figure is formed?

114
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. ^ *
BRAIXBOOSTER. 4, .

3. In 'tfce rectangle below,: po4rit M the inidpotrit of side AB

A

Try to give good reasdils why A 'ADM z- A BCM .

Hint: Use the SAS congruence iiroilerty.

fi

-r

. 1 9'k)
..%.1

B



The Protractor'

instrument pictured below is called a protractor.

11-5

It is .used to measure angles. Its semicircular sca a (semicircular means

"half a circler) is divided into 180-.congruent angles.

,

To measure an angle you place the protractor on the angle so thatg4,. .
,

pt tr
.

it P on the protractor lies on the vertex of the angle,and. the edge
---9w,

of the protractor lies on one ray of the angle.
svo

B

Now find,the mark on the protractor that lies on the other ray of

the angle. The number assigned to this mark is the measure, in degrees,'

of L ABC . In the picture above:the measure of Z ABC (written

m L ABC) is 30 .

116
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-Clan Discussion

11-5a

Use the figure above to answer the following questilenS.,/,

1.

2.

3.

What is the measure of L x ?

s.
What is the measure of L y ?

What is ,mLx+mLy?
N..

4. Notice that can be thought of:',as being mAdle:",:up oil two rays,

BAG and ' . Because a line can be thought of in this way,

mathematicians ofteh call a line a straight angle. What is the

mea6ure of a straight angle?

117
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You know that the diagonals of a rhombus are perpendicular to each

other. You also knew that the for angles formed by the - intersection

of the diagonals are all congruent to each other. '

-,

;

14 A

A*

,(a) In the figure abOye, we know that L x , L y , and Lz
are all congruent. If the m L x + m / w 180 ,what ie.

- of L x ?the measure of ?

(b) tlie measure of L z ?
.

-(c) What 4:sthe measure of L y ?

.(d) Z w , .Zx 1.y ; e:;nd'L z are all
0

0 -
°angles ."

what kind?)

(e.E) 'Complete thik ,sentence.

two.lfnes iffersect and the.four angles formed are

all congruent to eacif'other, then the two lines are

"to each other.

118
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Exercises

1. In the figures below, the measure of-one angle is given to you.

Find the measure of the oth angle.

(b)

M X =

1';" z 90

(c) (d)

(e)

z =

=

2. In the figure to the right, what is

the sum

w +In L y +

3. in the, figure ,to the right, Te is

perpendicular to Ir. What is the

measure of this.angle?

BRADIBOOSTER.

4. Find the measure of L y .

m L y =

-.40(

inLx=

120

m L w

4
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Vertical Angles

In the last lesson you found thatif two lines intersect and the four

angles formed are congruent to each other then the lines are perpendicular

to eacb other.

The angles formed are called right angles and the measure of each is 90 .

Nov let us look at two intersecting lines that are not perpendicular

to each other. '

,

Class Discussion

k

60
a b L2

WA-

Usethe above figure to help you,..aswer the questions that follOw.

1. 120 + 6o 5 . 6o + m Lb =

2. 120'4- m L a = 6. m L b = 180 - (

3. m L a = lsob- ( 7. m.L b-=

4. m a =

120

i*



From these -exercises we find that

m L a = 6a and m b =120 .

This shows us that when two lines intersect the opposite pairs of

angles have the sane -mature. Angles formed in this way are called

vertical anglesr

In the-drawing below

a.*

L a and c are a pair of vertical angles and 'L b and L d are a

pair of vertical angles.

We can show you that

any pair of vertical angles are congruent.
.

Keep in mind that when we talk about theneasure of an angle, for example,

m L , we are talking about a number.

In the drawing above:

(a) m = 180 and

(b) m /a = 180 -mLb and

mLbi-mLc = 180.

m L c = 180 7 m L b .

Now, since 180 - m-L b is another name for both m L a and m L c , then

m/a = mLc.

By the same processve could show that m L b = m

. 121
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Ekerciset.

.
. :

1. In each figure, find the measure of L x and .L v .

s

(a)

(b)

m 2 x- =

m L y =

m L x

m L y =

2. What is the measure of each angle formed by the intersection of the

diagonals of a rhombus? '

3. (a) The measure of each angle of a rectangle is

-(b) What is the sum of the measures of the angles of a rectangle?

-IMINMOOSTEB.

4. Pictured below is a rectangle with one diagonal drlrn, thus forming

two triangles. A

C

Makeaguess as to the sum: mLx+mLy+mLz=



Transversals

StiPpose that we have two parallel lines, /
1

and £2

by a tl4d line, t .

.14

, .intersected

2
2

The line t is called a transversal of /
1

and /
2

Now, ifwe draw line segments at points A and B perpendicular

to .21 and /
2

, then the figure formed is a rectangle. Segment Al

of -ale transversal now becomes the diagonal of the rectangle DACB.

t

D A 21

p. b

22

B C.

. .

In an earlier lesson. you showed that if a diagonal of a rectangle

ia diawn then the two triangles formed are congruent. This tells us

that in the drawing above

/ a = m % a'

and "m%b = mLbt .

Paifta of angles located like a and ,L a' or L b and L b' are

called alternate interior Angles, and they always. klave equal measures.

123,
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-" Class' Discussion

Use the drawing below to anaker the questions that follow.

and
''22

are parallel.

4
1.- Because vertical angles have equal measure, m L e =

2. L e and L c are a pair of alternate interior angles. Therefore,

m L c =

3; mLg=

4. m L f

5. m d

6. m/b=m2d. Why?

7.' InLf=mLd . Why?

8. In the drawing below, £1 and
- 2

.2- are parallel. Find the measure

of each angle named. 30
2
1

d

(a) m,/ c = (e) m L a =

(b) m / e= (f) m L b =

.(c) mLg= (g) m L d =

(d) m L f = .4

124-
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Exercises

1. Find the measure of each angle named. 21 II 22 .

(a) m L a =

(b) m L b =

(c) m L c =

(d) m L d =

(e) m L e =

(f) m L f =

(g) m L g =

2. In the figure below 21 and £2 are parallel and ml and m2

are parallel. Mark with an "x" all angles congruent to L x

and with an non all angles congruent to L 0 .

125
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Triangles

11-8

By now you havejtobably figured out that the sum of the measures

of the angles of sitridnee is. 180 We will perform an experiment

thpt should convince'you that this is true.

4".

.Clasa.Discussiein 4

. ,

1. On pd6 11-8a is a worksheet with.a triangle drawn at the top pf the

page and a line drawn at the bottom. Take this sheet out of your
ti

notebook.

With a pair of scissors, carefully cut out the triangular region.
a

3. Now tear off (donot.cat with your scissors) each corner of the

'triangle. ::3-S

.4. On the line drawn at the bottom of your work sheet, place L 3

so that one side lies on the, line.

5. Now place Z 2 -as is shown below. tr,G.

-V4

6. If you have been careful, L 1 should fit between' L-3 and ,Z 2



I

11 -8a

7. The sum of the measures of these three angles is the same as the

measure Of a straight angle. What js the measure of a straight

angle?

Let us summarize what we just did.

We took a cut-out triangle and tore-off the corners.

Then we put these torn-off-corners together.

When placed together the sum of the measures of the three angles is

the same as the measure of a straight angle, wpich,we know to be 180 .

The sum of the measures le the angles .of a tria le is 180 .

128
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Exercises

. ,

1. In each case, find the measure of L x

(a)

(h )

t,

m x =

m x

m x =

. In the triangle tothe right,

m m y =

A

"r

11 -8b

)

e



wj

. BRAINBOOSTER.

14.

(a) m x =

(b) mLy=

1.30

s

z.



Work Sheet

11-8ci

4

4

.

I.

A

131
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Parallelograms

Class'biscussion

11-9

Pictured beloW is a triangle with side AB bisected so as to find

the midpoint M .

1

1. Take -8...,piece of tracing paper and carefully make a tracing of A ABC

Use a straightedge. Mark. point M' onyour tracing.

2. Without removing your tracing paper, stick the needle point of your

compass ihrough-ihe tracing pal)er.atopoint PP and into point M .

.*-,

3. Now turn your tracingpape so that point A3' fallson,point A

i[ntand point falls °A po B

C' -

e
132
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4. We now have a new position eor point C which we Will call .point D.

The figure formed by making this turn is called a parallelogram.

Class Discussion

1. In the figure above,

(a) mLa+mLb+mLc=

(b) mL a' + m L b' Z ..

(c) Fromodr answers to (a) _and (b) what would you say was

the sum of the measures of the angles of a parallelogram?

2. Int e figure above, L c is said to be opposite L c' and

L D is said to be opposite CAD

'(a) Zs it true that , mLc=mLe ?

(b) Is it true that mLa ='mLa' +mLb -?
.

(c) From your answers to (a) and (b) complete thef011owing

statement:

The opposite angles of a parallelogram are

in measure.

,In the figure, above',

. (a) Is it true that AC sl Bil

(b) Is it true that AD = BC ?

kc) Complete the following sentence:

The opposite sides of a parallelogram are

in measure.

'133



Tb summari;e:

In a parallelogram:

(a), opposite sides are equal ip,measu±e.

(b).- opposit arelpgual in measure.

(c> tile'sum of the zeasures of the angles of a para3,1elogram

is 360 .

(d) it isalso true that (as you would suspect) the opposite sides

-of a parallelogram are,parallel to each other.

tXercises

.1. The-figure to the right is a

parallelogram.

(a) What is the measure of

L x ?

?

.

(4) What is the measure of

L w .4 ?

(c) If -the measure of is is 5

what is the measure of DA ?.

(d) If the measure AB is 8 ,

What is the Measurabf CD?
'

The flgurerto,the right is a:-

parallelogram. 4 w .and L z are

a pair of alternate interior angles

and /,x and 'are. a pair of

alternate interior angles.

/la) n,L.w'= 30, what.is

m'L z '1

(b) I m L y = 40, what:is

mLx?
(c) If 'In L L b = 220 what must be the measure of each of

these angle0.

134



The figure below is a rectangle.

. A
J -,L

r

(a) Draw BE .

(b) Suppose you were to cut along BE and slide the triangular '

piece EBD so that BD "butted up against AC ". What-kind

of figure would, be formed?

B .

D

(c) Make a tracing of the rectangle above and do the experiment.

WI/

BBAINBOOSTER.

4. The figure below is i parallelogram mith one of tts diagonals

drawn in.

Use the SSS property of congruent triangles and show (by, Writing

a few sentences of,explanation) why

A ADC A ADB
k

135
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Pre-Test Ekercises

11LP-1

Listed below.are the types of problems and constructions you will

have on the chapter test. 'If you don't know bow to dO them, read the,.
.

section again. If you still don't understand, ask'your teacher.

1. ,(Section 11-3.)

Construct a line through point P parallel to 21

2. (Section 11-3.)
-oPi

/

.

. H4w many lines can pass through point P that are

( ) parallel.to ?01 A
perpendicular to Li 1

. 1 . 136'
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11-P-2

3. (Section 11-3.)

The symbol up means "

,

4: (Section

In the figure below, 22

'A

(a) Segments IT EF , and GE are all
-

to each other. 4

.(b) Segments AB y CD EF 1 and GH are perpendicular to both

and .

-(Bection 114,)

The figure below, is a rectangle with a-didgonal diawn.,

e.

D

Fill in the blanks with the correct answer.
.

(a) AB
r

' CO AD=
.

- `)(c.). ITB:z
.

(d) than, tby the SSS: property of triangle's.

ABD

137
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6 (Section 11-4.)
. _

The figure below is a rectangle. Point mr is the midpoint of AB .

D

A '44

t.

The following congruences are

(a ) FCB

4
(b) -L MAD ss L MBC

,(c) %AD-24 ITC

By the

7. (Section 11-5.3

B

true.

congruende property A ADM A BCM

The measure of a straight angle is

',-(Ssaio,A
.

In the, figdre to the right,

what- is the measure of

... C.; .

v . . I. *,,e,/.... -, . e.et 4!... a 1
* _' .4.

.). I.:
..4 0

'9,.- .(Section-'11r5. ) .. ,

'"* ,

.
.",: In the". figiie. to 'the right,

Y.

- x PL ncla.
.

are congruent td each .

pthdr: -.Thep m i. must be

A, ,.
' e

,
13 8

we(
w x

1 43

z Y

m
1

/



10. (Section 11-5.)

In each figure, find the measure of L x .

(a)

(b)

-41

11-P-4

120

M X = mLx=

(a)

25
.4116

mLx= M X =

11. (Section 11-5.)

In the figure to the right,

(a) What is the sum

mLx+mLy+mLz+ 30

(b) What is-the sum

mLx4mLy+mLz?
' '" ,

(Section 11-6.)
sr*

'Any pair of Vertical angles are

13. (Section..11-6.).

.find m x and M L y .

(a) (1?4)

30 140uc ,

m x ,

m L y =

150

139

144

m L x

m L y =



14. (section r1-6.)

The figure below is a rectangle.,

a

y z

mLw+mLx+mLy+mLz=

15. (Section 11-7.)

11-P-5

In the figure above, :21 II

(a) Name a pair of alternate interior angles:

(b) Alternate,interior angles have

16. -(Section1.1-7.)

Use the drawing at the right,

where i
1

11 £2 , to find the

following measures.

'(a) m L a =

(b) m L b",= '

(c) m =

(d) m L'd 1

rte-
(f) m Z f =

(8) g

measure.

i4o

AL;
F*--7

st



17. (Section 11 -8.).

(a) The sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle is

(b) This is the same as the measure of a

18. (Section 11-8.)

In each case find the measure of L x

(a)

m L x =

(b)

angle.

m L x =

V
19. (Section 11 -9.)

The figure below is a parallelogram.

-(a). mLw =mL

(b) m.L =lnLx .

(c): Opposite angles of a parallelogrSm are

in measure.

(a) AD-

() DC

/f) ,Opposite-ides of a parallelogram

in measure.

are

(0 AID II

(h)
-A-B-

(i) Opposite sides'of a parallelogram are

(j) mLw+m2x4mLy+mLz
141,

146

4



TEST

Chapter 11

. ConOruct a line through point P parallel to

11-T-1

'.2. f How many lines can pass through

point P that are:

(a), parallel to 2,
I

/.-(b) perpendicular to; ?

. It'we want.to write in aymbola.that

would write:

ti

2.

142

is parallel to we



1

4. In the ,figure below, £1 is parallel to .22 7 SO:

11-T-2

£2

(a) all of-,the perpendicular e segments are

. to each otter.

(b)
1

and
*i2

are everywhere the distance apart.

The figure below is p rectangle with a diagonal drawn.

A B

property of triangles,

(a) AD

(6) AC 4

(d) -Tben,,by t'

A A

6. The figure below is a rectangle.

AB 3* thus MA .s.s MB .

(a) MA = MB

(b) MEC

'(c) DA =

(d) Then, by the

A = A

Point M is the midpoint of

C

A

congruence property, of triangles,

r

143



If an angle has a measure of 180 , then the angle must be.a

angle.

8. In th figure to the right', if

As perpendicular to mi

then angles w , x , y and

must all be

to each. other. /,

w-

Y

In each figure below, find the measure of x

30

,(c)

(b) (d)

x

m L x =

10. .In the figure to the right

name a pair of verti-cal angles.

.L and L

11. In each figure find m L'x and tiL y .

(a) (b)

m L x =

m y

160

144

14.9

m L x =

y =



*

12: The figure below is a'rectene.

1"'''Aekt

z'

The measure of each of the angles .w x,
31"

,

and z is_

/

.

.'-'.

P'13. In)the figureJDelow 21. 11 22 . Name a pair of alternate,

$. inte4or angles.

and

14. tiJse the drawing.at the right,

where Li .22 , to find the

follOWing measure's.

( a ) m L a 4

(lb) m b =

(d) m L c =

'(d) m L d =

(e) m L e =

(f). mL f

(g) mLg=

1

145

4

2

22.,
110.

e N

4 A

'"

c b

:150

120 a

1

t

4



f
111LIT-EMLx+nity'=.

16. In each case find the measure of L x

(a)

MZX =

(b)

17. The figure below is a parallelogram.

mLx =

1

(a) ,,Name two angles that have equal measure.

L and L

'-(b), Name two -line segments that have equal measure.

and

(c) 'What is the sum of the measureebf the angles -bf a

parallelogram?

146
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Your Memory: Self-Test

, ,

le (Sec ion 7 -8.)

et

Fini h the followipg tables to show the outcomes from tossing

thre coins.

1

I

First
Coin

Second Coin

First
and

-Second
Coins

Second Coin

T H

H I BH HHT

T
HT

For three Coins:

'(a) P(2 heads) =

(b). P(at Ica* 2 heads)

(c) kno Ileads) =
s

(d )' P(at least f head) =

(e) Witho. il t making another table,,find the probability of 4 heads
-...

if you toss 4 coins.

(Section

Match each equation on th-e left with an -equivalent equation on the

right .b31 writ,ingi the correct equation on the line.

(a) 7-",= 3

Cb) 50-10 = 5

(c)_, x+3 =5
2

(a) + 4 -; 9

5x

x = 6

2x- = 2

5x

1.,
x = 5



3. (Section 1072.)

Divide.

(a) 711iBBE
(c) 5[To9

(b) 2513470

4. (Section 10-9.)

.6ive-hadecimal name for each number..

(a) (d)

= (e)
lO'

(0) 819-65E

(c) -381 (f) 5=

(Sections 10-:111 10-12; and 10,-13

Find the answers.. Watch the signs!

±2.14 =

(b) 3.15 - 2.786

(c)

(d) -6--

,
Now check your answers on the next page. If you do not have_them all

right, go back and read the section again.

. 148
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1.

.2.

First
Coin

Answers to Check Your Memory: Self-Test

Second Coin

First
"and

Second
Coins

'Thixd Coin

: T T.

H HT HHH HHT

HT HTHT TH TT HIV

TH THH

TT TTH

(a) P(2 heads) =

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(a)

(b)

(c)

P(at least 2 heads) =
4

0
or

1

P(no heads) =

P(at least 1 head) = 7

2

If toss 4 coins, P(4 heads)

1 11

2
1

)

5x + 7 3\

5x = 10

5x + 10 = 5

5x = 5 4.
A
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154



6973
qa-')

(b).

I

7 f" 4 8 8 2

13'8
(d)

fM

25.1 4 5 0
2 5 0 0

9 5 0-
750.
2.0 0.200

4. (a) = .75 (d)

(b) = .5 (e)

(c) 1 .125

5. (a) .395 + 2.14 = 2,535

(b), 3.15 - 2.786 = .364

(c) .07 x .5 := .035

(d) .'6
20 4

43

;.= 2.5

9
10 '9

(f) =
5

-

2

11-R-4

4

II

is 0


